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ABSTRACT
We have developed a publicly accessible database
(ALFRED, the ALlele FREquency Database) that
catalogues allele frequency data for a wide range of
population samples and DNA polymorphisms. This
database is web-accessible through our laboratory
(Kidd Lab) Web site: http://info.med.yale.edu/
genetics/kkidd . ALFRED currently contains data on
60 populations and 156 genetic systems including
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), short
tandem repeat polymorphisms (STRPs), variable
number of tandem repeats (VNTRs) and insertion–
deletion polymorphisms. While data are not available
for all population–DNA polymorphism combinations,
over 2000 allele frequency tables have been entered.
Our database is designed (i) to address our specific
research requirements as well as broader scientific
objectives; (ii) to allow researchers and interested
educators to easily navigate and retrieve data of
interest to them; and (iii) to integrate links to other
related public databases such as dbSNP, GenBank
and PubMed.
INTRODUCTION
With the approaching completion of the primary goal of the
Human Genome Project, producing a consensus reference
human DNA sequence, one important next step is to study the
variation in that DNA sequence both among individuals within
the same population and among different human populations.
Individuals may have different combinations of the variants
that exist and populations will have different frequencies of
those variants. These levels of variation in DNA sequence have
implications for the individual practice of medicine, for public
health aspects of medicine, and for research design and data
interpretation. At the individual level, differences in DNA
sequences may determine differences in physiologic process or
differences in binding of a drug to its target molecule. At the
population level the different frequencies of the variants would
lead to different frequencies of individuals with a disease

susceptibility or resistance to a drug. At the research level, one
of our studies (1) has demonstrated how failure to consider
gene frequency differences for the dopamine transporter gene
across Europe probably led other researchers to conclude
falsely that this gene affected smoking behavior. In addition to
these medically relevant aspects of DNA sequence variation,
patterns of the variation among populations can be used to
trace population histories and determine how modern humans
spread around the world (2–4).
Thus, the biomedical community needs to know not only
about the existence of DNA sequence variants but also the
frequencies of those variants in different populations. The
fundamental information for defining the population variation
is the table of gene (or allele) frequencies for a specific DNA
population in well defined (geographically and/or ethnically)
population samples. As the need for and the amount of such
data grow, we need to meticulously catalogue the data and
make them easily accessible to the public. Allele frequency
data currently appear piecemeal and in diverse journals,
making them difficult to locate. Moreover, as the data become
voluminous, journals will not allocate space for the raw allele
frequency tables. Yet those basic data must be available to the
broad research communities. Indeed, there is not only a need to
know the existence of such variants, but also a need to know
the frequencies of the alleles in different populations. To
achieve these goals, we have created ALFRED (the ALlele
FREquency Database). At the time of writing, ALFRED is still
evolving rapidly, in terms of the structure and contents of the
data as well as the user interface.
Although the database requirements for supporting the study
of human genetic variation has been well recognized (5,6),
little has been described in the literature about the design and
development of such databases. To the best of our knowledge,
dbSNP (developed at NCBI) is the only existing (public) database
that is similar to ALFRED. It was designed, however, for a
different purpose and does not serve our specific needs well.
For example, some population samples stored in dbSNP
consist of an ethnically heterogeneous mixture of individuals
while we stress the importance of using population samples
that are ethnically homogeneous with attendant descriptions
that are sufficiently detailed to allow the sample to be replicated.
Another difference is that dbSNP does not, as yet, provide
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flexible retrieval of allele frequencies. Allele frequencies are
only presented within the context of the SNP description. In
other words, one cannot readily generate gene frequency
reports on multiple populations and multiple SNPs from
dbSNP.
SCIENTIFIC CONCERNS
To provide useful allele frequency information of good quality,
sound population genetic principles must be applied. Samples
must be carefully selected so as to be representative of the
population. To assure researchers accessing the information
that samples are carefully selected, the samples must be carefully
documented. To ensure that the resulting allele frequency
estimates are accurate, the typing protocols must be precisely
documented, since different protocols are susceptible to
different sources of error. For example, if a primer designed to
amplify around a variable restriction site in a PCR–RFLP
system is itself on a variable site, some alleles of the PCR–RFLP
will be missed in the typing because of the failure of the PCR
to amplify DNA from some chromosomes. Consequently,
documentation of allele frequency data should include the
specific typing protocol used as well as the population sample,
etc. To encourage users, especially upcoming scientists still in
the educational system, to read the original literature, we also
include in ALFRED both relevant literature citations and links
to PubMed records where possible, allowing for rapid online
retrieval of at least the article abstract, if not the full article.
IMPLEMENTATION
Instead of mingling user interface design with database design,
we separate front end development (of Web user interface)
from back end development (of the underlying database). The
backend database for ALFRED is currently in Microsoft
Access. We chose Access because of its flexibility and ease-of-use,
allowing us to achieve rapid prototyping. The ability to prototype
rapidly is key to facilitating user-developer interaction. In
addition, Access provides a convenient GUI (Graphical User
Interface), which greatly simplifies creation/modification of
database objects including table definitions, table relationships
and queries (views). Access is SQL compliant, with a few
proprietary features such as cross-tab queries that are used to
produce summary reports involving aggregation. As our data
grow and performance becomes an issue, our backend database
can be ported to a more powerful relational database management
system (e.g., Oracle or Microsoft SQL Server) without too
much effort.
The user interface of ALFRED was implemented using ASP
(Active Server Page) technology, which is an integral part of
the Microsoft IIS (Internet Information Server) Web server
running on Windows NT. The ASP environment allows server-side
code written in VBScript (Visual Basic Script) and Javascript
to be embedded within HTML documents. In our case, we used
mainly VBScript for server-side scripting with small amounts
of Javascript for both client-side and server-side scripting. We
minimized client-side scripting to avoid the problem of
incompatibilities among different types and versions of Web
browsers. To make our user interface code compatible with
different database platforms, we used ODBC (Open Database
Connectivity) to implement database access.

STRUCTURE AND CONTENTS OF DATA
The core of our database consists of tables representing
information on loci and populations. The common link between
these categories of data is captured in the frequency table, which
contains our frequency data. Populations (represented by the
Populations table) are sampled (Samples table) to determine
frequencies (Frequencies table) of alleles (Alleles table) at a
site (Site table) within a locus (Loci table). All publication-related
information is stored in a single table (Publications). Intermediate
tables are defined to link Publications to Frequencies, Samples,
Sites and Loci. Other categories of information include
contributors (Contributors table) and the typing protocol used
for a site (Typing_Protocol table). Detailed descriptions of
these tables (i.e., their fields) and a pictorial representation of
the table relationships can be found in the Supplementary
material accompanying this manuscript at NAR Online.
In addition to textual data, graphs and images are also
included where relevant and available. For instance, histograms
exist for allele frequencies for 30 populations for 16 sites on
the Kidd Lab Histogram Page. These are currently linked into
the database table Sites by including the HTML tag for the
relevant histogram. These histograms are thereby displayed
automatically as part of the detailed site information pages (see
Supplementary material for amplification on detailed site pages).
The bulk of ALFRED’s data comes from data generated in
the Kidd Lab and stored in PhenoDB (7), a database system for
storing and analyzing genotype/phenotype data for individuals
in populations as well as pedigrees. Other sources include data
contributed by our collaborators, and haplotype data generated
by our HAPLO program (8). As of late summer 1999, ALFRED
contained 19 605 frequency records (a single frequency of a
single allele for a single population) for 156 sites in 137 loci.
There are >60 population samples typed for these sites. Note
that not all sites are typed for all populations and vice versa.
Typing protocols are currently being incorporated into the
database. While the exact modeling of typing protocols within
the database is being worked out, we are establishing links to
specific protocols within the Kidd Lab Protocols Page (which
is rapidly evolving itself) using the same HTML tag approach
described above for the histograms.
USER INTERFACE
We implemented a Web interface because the Internet
provides the most widely available means of access. The
primary design goal of our Web interface is ease of use.
Multiple ‘pathways’ into the data allow users to access the
information they want. For example, the user may choose to
retrieve information on a locus, information on a population, or a
table of frequencies based on one or more search specifications.
All these search results provide entryways for further
searching. As an example, after searching for locus information, a
list of sites typed for that locus is included. By clicking on the
site of choice, a page of information about that site comes up.
From there, the user may choose to perform a frequency
search, bringing up a table of frequencies for that site for all
typed populations. We also provide the user with an option to
return semicolon-delimited text for their search results. This
text can be readily imported by the user into other programs
such as a spreadsheet program for further analysis. Finally, our
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system provides a summary table that indicates the number of
individuals typed in each sample for each site. Such a report is
useful for project management because it reveals the status of
population/loci typings.
CONCLUSIONS
We describe an allele frequency database that records gene
frequency data on a diverse set of population samples and
DNA polymorphisms. In constructing the database, the
following were emphasized:
• Data quality. To make our data useful for meaningful scientific
study, we try to ensure that each population sample analyzed
is well documented. We also make an effort to describe, in a
structured fashion, the details of a polymorphic site,
including its typing method and the protocol used.
• User-friendly interface. We adopted the Web technology to
allow our data to be broadly disseminated to the scientific
community. Hypertext links are used to connect our data to
other Web sites such as PubMed. As demonstrated in the
search examples included in the Supplementary material
accompanying this paper, our Web interface allows flexible
retrieval of frequency data on any combination of populations
and loci without too much learning effort. We also provide
useful summary reports including one that indicates what
populations are typed on what loci as well as the number of
individuals typed.
By addressing these issues, the resulting Web site becomes
informative and easy to use. We expect that the main users of
our Web site will include medical genetic researchers and
anthropologists who need to seek high-quality populationspecific genetic variation data. We also envision, however, that
our Web site can be accessed by other types of users including
educators and students who represent the future of geneticsbased research. We are currently in the process of incorporating
more illustrative materials such as gene frequency histograms
(in color) into the Kidd Lab Web site to help achieve this
broader goal.
At the moment ALFRED serves primarily to make our data
readily available to others and as a testbed for database design.
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If it proves generally useful, ALFRED could be expanded to
contain a much broader scope of data. Any large expansion
would require developing additional procedures to ensure
integrity for information extracted from the literature or
submitted by other researchers. At a minimum, we expect that
what we and the community learn from our experience with
ALFRED will help in the development of better databases to
meet the future needs in this domain, whether designed by us
or others.
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